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Properties of the protein matrix revealed by the free energy of
cavity formation
Jean-Pierre Kocher1,2, Martine Prévost1*, Shoshana J Wodak1* and 
Byungkook Lee2
Background: The classical picture of the hydrophobic stabilization of proteins
invokes a resemblance between the protein interior and nonpolar solvents, but the
extent to which this is the case has often been questioned. The protein interior is
believed to be at least as tightly packed as organic crystals, and was shown to
have very low compressibility. There is also evidence that these properties are not
uniform throughout the protein, and conflicting views exist on the nature of
sidechain packing and on its influence on the properties of the protein.
Results: In order to probe the physical properties of the protein, the free energy
associated with the formation of empty cavities has been evaluated for two
proteins: barnase and T4 lysozyme. To this end, the likelihood of encountering
such cavities was computed from room temperature molecular dynamics
trajectories of these proteins in water. The free energy was evaluated in each
protein taken as a whole and in submolecular regions. The computed free
energies yielded information on the manner in which empty space is distributed
in the system, while the latter undergoes thermal motion, a property hitherto not
analyzed in heterogeneous media such as proteins. Our results showed that the
free energy of cavity formation is higher in proteins than in both water and
hexane, providing direct evidence that the native protein medium differs in
fundamental ways from the two liquids. Furthermore, although the packing
density was found to be higher in nonpolar regions of the protein than in polar
ones, the free energy cost of forming atomic size cavities is significantly lower in
nonpolar regions, implying that these regions contain larger chunks of empty
space, thereby increasing the likelihood of containing atomic size packing
defects. These larger empty spaces occur preferentially where buried
hydrophobic sidechains belonging to secondary structures meet one another.
These particular locations also appear to be more compressible than other parts
of the core or surface of the protein.
Conclusions: The cavity free energy calculations described here provide a
much more detailed physical picture of the protein matrix than volume and
packing calculations. According to this picture, the packing of hydrophobic
sidechains is tight in the interior of the protein, but far from uniform. In particular,
the packing is tighter in regions where the backbone forms less regular
hydrogen-bonding interactions than at interfaces between secondary structure
elements, where such interactions are fully developed. This may have important
implications on the role of sidechain packing in protein folding and stability.
Introduction
Describing the physical properties of the protein interior
and of the protein–water interface is central to our under-
standing of protein stability, protein folding and the inter-
action of proteins with other molecules. Volume calculations
performed on protein crystal structures over twenty years
ago showed that the protein interior is as closely packed as
the crystals of small organic molecules [1]. A more recent
analysis, carried out on a larger set of higher quality struc-
tures, suggests that the protein interior is even more tightly
packed than these crystals [2]. Such observations have been
taken to imply that the protein interior has solid-like proper-
ties [3,4]. Further support for this conclusion has come from
the low compressibility of protein molecules estimated from
sound velocity measurements [5–7] and from the effects of
high pressure on protein crystal structures [8]. The latter
study also showed that different regions of the protein are
compressible to different extents, in agreement with earlier
findings on the non-uniform packing of atoms within pro-
teins [9]. An indication that packing in the interior of 
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proteins may vary significantly, has also come from the dis-
covery of atomic size packing defects (or cavities) in protein
crystal structures [10–15]. The free energy cost of creating
such packing defects as a result of point mutations in the
hydrophobic core of proteins was suggested to play an
important role in protein stability [16,17]; packing defects
have been suggested to facilitate the process of proton
exchange between the solvent and interior amides [18].
The role of sidechain packing in protein folding and
unfolding has also been the subject of much debate. The
need for each sidechain to be properly fitted in the tightly
packed protein matrix has been emphasized [19]. Some
view the cooperative transition between the folded state
and the so called molten globule intermediate to be primar-
ily determined by the loss of tight packing of sidechains in
the protein interior [20,21]. Others consider the mere burial
of hydrophobic sidechains in the protein interior to play a
key role in protein folding [22–24]. To investigators of the
dynamic properties of proteins in solution, by hydrogen
exchange and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy [25,26] or by molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions [27,28], the protein interior is more plastic and mobile.
The protein surface, which makes extensive contacts with
water, displays very different properties from the protein
interior, from which water is almost entirely excluded.
Experimental studies by both NMR and X-ray diffraction
[29] have clearly shown that the protein surface is less 
well ordered and hence more flexible. Analyses of protein
crystal structures [30] and computer simulations [31] have
indicated that atoms on the protein surface are in general
more loosely packed than in the protein interior. It has
also been suggested that water close to the protein surface
may exhibit different physical properties than bulk water,
although the nature of these differences has been a
subject of debate (for a review see [32]). Volume calcula-
tions have suggested that these water molecules occupy,
on average, a smaller volume than bulk water [30]. These
data together with the finding that residues in the protein
core pack more tightly than on the surface [2] were used
to rationalize the small volume change observed upon
protein folding [33–35]. On the other hand, NMR studies
[36] and computer simulations [37] suggest that water
molecules in contact with the protein surface, on average,
exhibit similar dynamic properties to those of bulk water.
The present study aims at gaining better understanding of
the physical properties of the protein interior and the
protein–water interface. To this end, MD simulations of
barnase and T4 phage lysozyme in water are used to
compute the free energy cost of forming sub-atomic and
atomic size cavities. The method of calculation involves
computing the likelihood of encountering spherical cavi-
ties of a given size in the thermally equilibrated molecular
systems [38]. It uses a procedure previously implemented
in simulations of pure liquids [39], in which a cubic lattice
with fixed spacing is defined and the largest cavity that 
can be placed at each lattice point, in each configuration is
determined. The application of this procedure to analyze
the work of cavity formation in water and a series of non-
aqueous solvents was shown to provide very useful insights
into the physical properties of these liquids [39–42]. Here
we use it to evaluate the free energy cost of cavity forma-
tion in the protein matrix and to compare this cost to that
computed in liquid water and hexane under similar condi-
tions. In addition, we investigate how this cost varies in
different regions of our molecular systems. These regions
comprise the protein interior, the protein surface, different
environments (polar and nonpolar) within these regions, as
well as the water in contact with the protein surface.
The free energy values for very small cavity sizes are
directly related to the familiar packing density of the consid-
ered environments. The packing densities computed here
confirm results obtained from Voronoi volume calculations
in earlier works [2,31]. The free energies for atomic size cav-
ities reveal the manner in which empty space is distributed
through the medium, a property hitherto analyzed only in
liquids [39–41], but not in the heterogeneous protein–water
medium. We show that this property can differ markedly in
different submolecular regions, in a manner which cannot
always be predicted from their overall packing density.
Lastly, it is demonstrated that the free energy of forming
atomic size cavities is particularly sensitive to changes in
density (or alternatively in pressure) of the system. This
free energy can therefore serve as a fine probe of the com-
pressibility of the protein medium as a whole, and in par-
ticular of different regions within the protein.
Results
The protein matrix versus water and hexane
Figure 1 displays the free energy of cavity formation, ∆Ac,
as a function of the cavity radius, Rc, computed from the
likelihood of finding cavities of given sizes in the thermally
equilibrated molecular systems: hexane, water, and the
proteins barnase and T4 phage lysozyme. The free energy
values for small cavity sizes, notably ∆Ac(Rc =0), are related
to the fraction of empty volume in the system, or the famil-
iar packing density, by equations (2) and (3) (Materials and
methods section). For larger cavities, with radii correspond-
ing to subatomic and atomic sizes, the cavity free energies
also depend on the manner in which this empty space is
distributed in the medium. The ∆Ac values in these differ-
ent cavity size regimes often display opposite trends.
Our results for water and hexane have been previously
described [43]; they are in good agreement with those
obtained in earlier studies [39], when one allows for the dif-
ferences in the force fields and atomic radii between those
studies and ours. The packing density, computed with
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equations (2) and (3) at Rc =0, is 0.54 for both liquids (using
the parameters for water and hexane given in the Materials
and methods section). This means that there is as much
empty space in water as in hexane. However, ∆Ac is larger
in water than in hexane over the entire range of cavity sizes
when Rc≥0 (Fig. 1), an indication that empty space is dis-
tributed in smaller packets in water than in hexane [38,39].
The latter property has been linked to the smaller size of
the water molecules, which is believed to be at the origin of
the hydrophobic effect [44,45], and reflects the fact that it
is more costly to distort hydrogen-bonds than van der Waal
(VDW) interactions.
It is important at this point to discuss the accuracy of the
computed ∆Ac values. Their estimated statistical error (see
Materials and methods section) is negligible for very small
cavities and reaches at most 0.04kcalmol–1 for cavities of
1.5Å radius. However, there could be a systematic error
arising from insufficient sampling of conformational space.
This can lead to an overestimation by about 2% in the free
energy values when the technique we use is applied to
liquid water [46]. Our liquid trajectories were run for 1ns;
practical considerations limited the simulation times for the
protein systems to 300ps. In order to verify that our protein
calculations have achieved adequate sampling of conforma-
tional space during the limited simulation time, ∆Ac values
were computed for barnase simulations varying in length
between 200ps and 500ps. The results showed that the
∆Ac values varied insignificantly with the length of the 
trajectory over the considered time scales except for very
large cavity sizes; the difference between ∆Ac values for the
200ps and 500ps simulations was less than 0.06kcalmol–1
for cavities with radii of 1.6Å or less.
The protein matrix differs from both hexane and water
Two main observations can be made from Figure 1 about
the behavior of the protein matrix. One observation is that
the cost of cavity formation is higher in barnase and T4
lysozyme than in both hexane and water, for all cavity sizes;
the other is that this cost is somewhat higher for barnase
than for T4 lysozyme. In this section we analyze the first
observation, the difference in behavior between barnase
and T4 lysozyme is examined in a later section.
The higher cavity free energy in the protein than in the
liquids is not too surprising for very small cavity sizes,
where ∆Ac reflects the packing density. The packing den-
sities calculated here are 0.67 for both proteins. This value
is lower than the packing density for the interior of globu-
lar proteins [1,4], but remains significantly higher than
that for hexane and water (0.54). However, the fact that
the free energy of cavity formation remains high for larger
cavities is worth noting.
The hydrophobic effect has long been considered to be the
main force stabilizing the protein structure [47,48] and its
magnitude has often been inferred by drawing an analogy
between the protein interior and organic solvents [49,50].
As the dominant component of the hydrophobic effect 
is the difference in the free energy of cavity formation in
different media [51,52], this classical picture leads to the
expectation that the energetic cost of forming atomic size
cavities inside a protein should be lower than in water and
similar to that in hexane. The results of our calculations
clearly differ from this expectation.
In order to interpret these results, it is useful to examine
the experimental data on the changes in protein stability
upon single site mutations of buried, nonpolar residues. In
the case of large→small mutations [17,53–56], the magni-
tude of destabilization that accompanies such a mutation
is often considerably larger than the increase in free
energy upon transfer of the corresponding small nonpolar
molecule from a nonpolar solvent to water. It has been
suggested [17,57] that this discrepancy arises because such
a mutation often leaves a cavity in the interior of the
protein, a phenomenon that does not happen in a liquid
system.
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Figure 1
Size dependence of the free energy of cavity formation in barnase, T4
phage lysozyme, water and hexane. The free energy of cavity formation
∆Ac (kcal mol–1), computed from the likelihood of encountering spheri-
cal cavities in the thermally equilibrated trajectories of the various
systems, is plotted as a function of the cavity radius Rc (Å). The four
displayed curves correspond to the values computed from MD trajec-
tories of barnase, T4 phage lysozyme (T4-lys), liquid water and liquid
hexane. The protein ∆Ac values were obtained taking into account all
the lattice points for which the nearest VDW envelope belonged to a
protein atom. The simulations were performed under conditions
described in the Materials and methods section. Our results were
obtained using the value of 1.6 Å for the radius of water. If 1.4 Å is
used instead, the packing density of water is reduced to 0.40 and the
water and hexane curves cross near 1 Å cavity size (data not shown).
The curves then become nearly identical to those reported by Pohorille
and Pratt [39] for water and hexane.
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Of more direct relevance are the experimental data on 
the small→large mutations of buried hydrophobic residues,
because room needs to be made inside the protein to
accommodate the extra atoms inserted by such mutations,
just as it would for cavity formation. These mutations
usually cause a decrease in protein stability, which in the
case of alanine→valine substitutions ranges from 0.2 to
4.9kcalmol–1 [58,59], depending on the protein and on the
location of the mutation within the protein. A thermody-
namic cycle can be used to relate this decrease in stability to
the difference between the free energy change accompany-
ing the small→large residue transformation in water versus
the protein interior, as shown in Figure 2. By virtue of this
cycle, the difference between the mutant and the wild-type
folding free energies (∆∆GAla→Val =∆GfVal–∆GfAla) equals
the difference between the free energy changes caused by
the alanine→valine transformation in water versus the same
transformation in the protein (∆∆GAla→Val =∆GpAla→Val –
∆GwAla→Val). If we assume that the VDW interactions inside
proteins are nearly the same as in water, this free energy
difference can be attributed entirely to the difference in the
energetic cost of cavity formation. This leads to the conclu-
sion that this cost is higher inside the folded protein than in
water, just what our calculations show.
It is interesting to note that several of the small→large
hydrophobic mutants display significant structural changes,
accompanied by steric strain [58] or unfavourable sidechain
conformations [59]. In such cases one would expect the dif-
ference in the energetic cost of cavity formation to be even
higher than the experimentally measured unfolding free
energy change. It is indeed reasonable to assume that the
strained states would be adopted in order to avoid even
more unfavourable structural changes required to accom-
modate the inserted atoms under ‘relaxed’ conditions, in
which their VDW interactions with the surroundings are
the same as in water.
Both the mutagenesis data and our calculations emphasize,
therefore, the difference in properties of the folded protein
matrix from those of the water and hexane liquids. This dif-
ference resides mainly in the more limited ability of the
folded polypeptide to explore alternative packing arrange-
ments than the two liquids, due to its highly covalent
nature and the tight packing of its atoms. The rather broad
range in the stability changes induced by the alanine→
valine mutations probably arises from the variation in the
ability to optimize packing, from protein to protein and
between different regions in the same protein. Such varia-
tion has already been proposed to modulate protein stability
changes caused by large→small mutations of hydrophobic,
buried residues [57].
The protein interior versus the surface region
The cavity size dependence of ∆Ac was computed sepa-
rately near buried and solvent accessible atoms from the
protein trajectories (see Materials and methods section).
The results obtained for barnase (Fig. 3) show that the cost
of forming cavities is higher in the protein interior than on
the surface over the entire range of considered cavity sizes.
Furthermore, on the surface this cost is in between that in
the protein interior and that in water, and its cavity size
dependence is like that observed for water.
The difference between the protein interior and surface is
already apparent at Rc=0, where the ∆Ac values correspond
to a lower packing density for the surface (0.65) than for 
the interior (0.70) of barnase. This 7% decrease in packing
density on the surface is consistent with earlier atomic
volume calculations using Voronoi polyhedra [1] and with
more recent studies which show that atoms occupy a volume
that, on average, is 6–7% larger on the protein surface than
in the interior [31,30].
An even more pronounced difference between the interior
and the surface is observed for larger cavities. Such cavities
are progressively more difficult to form inside the protein
than on the surface, probably again because the interior is
more rigid. Hence, the protein surface is on average more
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Figure 2
Thermodynamic cycle illustrating the protein stability change caused
by a mutation in which a small residue, such as alanine, is replaced by
a larger one, such as valine. The vertical direction on the left-hand side
concerns the process corresponding to the alanine→valine transforma-
tion in the folded protein (whose free energy is ∆GpAla→Val). On the
right-hand side, the transformation occurs in the unfolded state, its free
energy is ∆GwAla→Val. The horizontal direction concerns the folding
reaction of the wild-type protein on top (∆GfAla) and of the valine con-
taining mutant on the bottom (∆GfVal); the alanine or valine residue is
depicted as a shaded sphere.
∆Gf Ala
∆Gf Val
∆Gp Ala→Val ∆Gw Ala→Val
likely to harbor transient cavities, especially larger ones, as
it is more flexible and makes extensive contact with water.
The fact that cavity size dependence of the protein surface
follows that of the liquid solvent also suggests that is has a
more ‘liquid-like’ behavior.
Water near the protein surface versus water in the bulk
solvent
Figure 3 shows that the behavior of ∆Ac is virtually identi-
cal in the water near the surface of barnase and in the bulk
solvent, over the entire range of considered cavity sizes.
The ∆Ac values are the same at Rc =0, corresponding to the
same packing density of 0.54 for surface and bulk water,
and to nearly identical mean atomic volumes for the water
near the protein surface (29.5 Å3) and in the bulk (29.8 Å3).
Similar atomic volume calculations, performed using the
original atomic radii set of Chothia [60], on a MD trajectory
of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) in water [31],
showed a small decrease in the volume of the water mol-
ecules at the surface relative to the bulk. When our calcu-
lations are repeated using a smaller oxygen radius (1.4 Å)
instead of 1.6Å, the mean volume of water at the protein
surface decreases to 28.8 Å3, which is 3% less than the
volume in the bulk, in better agreement with the earlier
calculations.
Polar and nonpolar regions display different properties
Figure 4 displays ∆Ac values versus cavity radii complexed
in the neighborhood of polar and nonpolar atoms, respec-
tively, and in both the protein surface and the interior (see
Materials and methods section).
From the ∆Ac(Rc=0) values, we see (inset of Fig. 4) that the
packing density is lower for the polar than for the nonpolar
environment, both at the surface and in the protein interior.
The differences are virtually negligible when the 1.6Å
radius is taken for oxygen, but increase to 4% and 9% for
the interior and the surface, respectively, when the 1.4Å
value is used. In either case, we see that both in the protein
interior and on the surface, more empty space is available
near polar atoms than near nonpolar ones. This result is con-
sistent with the analysis of Gerstein et al. [31] and Gerstein
and Chothia [30] except that we have not evaluated sepa-
rately the packing densities of charged atoms, which these
authors find to be more densely packed on the protein
surface than in the interior.
We see, however, that the trends described above are
reversed for larger cavities (>0.1Å radius), as indicated by
the crossing over of the ∆Ac curves (inset of Fig. 4); it
becomes more costly to accommodate larger cavities near
polar atoms than near nonpolar ones, a trend similar to that
observed with the ∆Ac values for water versus hexane (Fig.
1). Hence, natural packing defects of atomic size are more
likely to occur in the hydrophobic regions than in polar
ones, despite the fact that there is less total empty space in
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Figure 3
Size dependence of the free energy of cavity formation in the buried
and exposed regions of barnase and in the water surrounding the
protein. The four curves display the ∆Ac (kcal mol–1) values as a func-
tion of the cavity radius Rc (Å) computed in different regions of the
barnase/water system from the thermally equilibrated MD trajectories.
Interior shows the cavity size dependence of ∆Ac in the buried regions
of barnase; surface displays this dependence for the solvent accessi-
ble regions of the protein. Surface water and bulk water designate the
corresponding curves for the water in contact with the protein surface
and for the water in the bulk solvent, respectively. Water molecules in
contact with the protein surface were defined as those whose Voronoi
polyhedron share a face with that of a protein atom. ∆Ac values in a
given region were computed by averaging only over the lattice points
that were assigned to this region (see Materials and methods section).
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Figure 4
Cavity size dependence of the free energy of cavity formation near
polar and nonpolar atoms in barnase. ∆Ac values (kcal mol–1) are
plotted as a function of the cavity radius Rc (Å) near polar (solid lines)
and nonpolar (dashed lines) atoms in buried (interior) and solvent
accessible (surface) regions of barnase. (See Materials and methods
section for the definition of these regions and for that of polar and non-
polar atoms). The inset shows a magnified view of the region near the
origin; the polar and nonpolar ∆Ac curves cross over near Rc = 0.02 Å
for the protein interior and near Rc = 0.1 Å for the surface.
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the former than in the latter. Polar interactions, which pri-
marily involve hydrogen bonds, increase the likelihood of
finding empty spaces of very small size, but decrease that
of finding empty spaces of atomic size.
These conclusions are consistent with earlier findings that
the surface of naturally occurring atomic size cavities in
protein crystal structures tend to be hydrophobic [13,14].
Influence of permanent packing defects in the protein
interior
Having shown that the free energy cost of cavity formation
varies according to the chemical nature of the protein envi-
ronment, and that it is higher in the protein interior than on
the surface, we now analyze the difference between the ∆Ac
curves of T4 lysozyme and barnase, detected in Figure 1.
Barnase is a 110-residue single domain protein with essen-
tially one helix packed against a b sheet. T4 lysozyme has
164 residues and features two structural domains [61]: a
smaller contiguous a+b domain (residues 11–71; denoted
domain 1) and a larger non-contiguous a helical domain
(residues 72–164 and 1–10; denoted domain 2). Therefore,
∆Ac was computed separately for the interior regions of the
two structural domains of T4 lysozyme. Figure 5 displays
these values along with those for the interior of barnase. We
see that the ∆Ac curve of domain 1 of lysozyme rises faster
than the curve for the complete enzyme, and that it is closer
to the barnase curve, whereas the ∆Ac curve for domain 2
follows more closely that of the interior of T4 lysozyme
taken as a whole. Thus, it is easier to find empty cavities of
any size in T4 lysozyme and in its second domain than in its
first domain or in barnase. This could be due to the
increased occurrence of transient cavities, or to the presence
of more permanent cavities (packing defects), in the former
cases than in the latter. In particular, the presence of perma-
nent cavities should contribute to lower the computed ∆Ac
values, as the probability of finding an empty space of
spherical size inside such cavities is always 1, when the
appropriate size sphere is considered.
The presence of packing defects can, to a first approxima-
tion, be verified by identifying empty cavities in the corre-
sponding crystal structures. When such cavities are large
enough, they tend to persist in room temperature MD tra-
jectories generated from the crystallographic coordinates of
the native protein (J-PK et al., unpublished results). Apply-
ing an analytical procedure [62] to the crystallographic
coordinates of the two proteins, one finds that domain 2 
of lysozyme contains empty cavities whose total molecu-
lar volume amounts to 130 Å3. This volume was evaluated
using the program SurVol [63] with a 1.4 Å probe size and
the Chothia radii. No permanent cavities were found in
the smaller a+b domain 1 of lysozyme or in barnase.
Figure 6 depicts the lattice points on which spherical cavities
of 1.2Å radius, or larger, could be placed in conformations
along the barnase and T4 lysozyme trajectories. The number
of these lattice points is larger in domain 2 of lysozyme, than
both in domain 1 and barnase. Furthermore, in domain 2,
these lattice points are concentrated in the regions where
cavities were identified in the crystal structure.
The above considerations also explain why the ∆Ac curve of
the entire lysozyme interior follows closely that of the inte-
rior of domain 2 (Fig. 5). Domain 2 is larger than domain 1
(by about 50%) and also features a higher concentration of
lattice points on which atomic size cavities can be found.
Interestingly, domain 2 is entirely a-helical, whereas domain
1 has an a+b architecture, more like barnase.
Cavity prone locations in the protein interior
Inspection of Figure 6 clearly shows that atomic size cavi-
ties are not uniformly distributed in the interior of the 
proteins, but are concentrated in a few limited regions. A
detailed study of the location of these cavities was made
only for barnase, as the presence of permanent cavities
complicates the analysis of T4 lysozyme.
We find that, in barnase, interior cavities of 1.2Å size are
concentrated in the hydrophobic interface between the
b sheet and the first a helix and in the region near the two
short helices (Fig. 6a). These hydrophobic regions corre-
spond, respectively, to the buried hydrophobic sidechain
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Figure 5
Cavity size dependence of ∆Ac averaged over buried protein regions.
The regions are, the buried atoms of barnase (barnase interior), the
buried atoms of T4 phage lysozyme taken as a whole (T4-lys interior),
and those of the two structural domains of T4 phage lysozyme consid-
ered individually and shown as dashed lines (domain 1, T4-lys-d1 inte-
rior and domain 2, T4-lys-d2 interior). Barnase and the first domain of
lysozyme feature an a+ b architecture, whereas the second, larger
domain of T4 lysozyme is essentially made of a helices. Volume calcu-
lations using the crystallographic coordinates of these proteins reveal
the presence of several atomic size cavities in lysozyme domain 2, but
none in domain 1 or barnase (see text).
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clusters denoted core 1 and core 2 by Serrano et al. [55].
Furthermore, these cavities occur preferentially in loca-
tions where the extremities of hydrophobic sidechains
pack against one another, and they are lined mostly by
methyl and ethyl groups from these sidechains.
Atomic size cavities are also detected in core 3, a third
hydrophobic region in barnase (Fig. 6a), but their density is
clearly lower there. Experiments have shown that both this
region and core 1 are partly formed early on during folding,
but core 3 seems to be the first one to become compact
[64]. We find that the cost of forming atomic size cavities is
highest for core 3, followed by core 1, and then core 2 (for
1.2Å cavities ∆Ac = 4.59, 4.32 and 4.13kcalmol–1 for cores 3,
1 and 2, respectively). This suggests that the cost of forming
large cavities in hydrophobic regions may have some
bearing on the folding/unfolding process. In core 2 we also
observe cavities near the polar backbone atoms of residues
44–46 in helix 2. The amide groups of these residues were
shown to display very low protection factors in the native
protein [65]. Interestingly, core 3 is mainly composed of
sidechains of residues from different loops, whose back-
bones form fewer intramolecular hydrogen bonds. These
observations suggest that sidechain packing is better in
regions which form less regular  polar interactions, than in
those where such interactions are more fully developed.
This is in complete agreement with the analysis of Schultz
[66] and with the conclusions reached by Finney [67] that
there will usually be a competition between close packing
and directed bonding in heterogeneous molecular systems,
which contain both polar and nonpolar groups.
The cavity free energy probes the plasticity of the protein
medium
In addition to the barnase and T4 lysozyme trajectories
analyzed above, we computed ∆Ac values from a 300ps
barnase trajectory generated under identical conditions
except for having 76 fewer water molecules in the same
periodic box, and thereby a 3 % lower water density (see
Materials and methods section). As lowering the water
density is expected to reduce the pressure of the system,
this is referred to as the ‘reduced pressure’ (RP) trajectory,
whereas the trajectories analyzed above are referred to as
the ‘normal pressure’ (NP) trajectories. Comparisons of
the ∆Ac curves computed using RP versus NP simulations
provide useful new information relating to the average and
local plasticity of the protein medium.
The change in ∆Ac(Rc =0) is directly related to that of the
packing density, which in turn is given by the volume
change, or compressibility. In addition, the ∆Ac changes for
larger cavity sizes depend on the change in the cavity distri-
bution caused by the solvent density/pressure change, and
are hence not directly related to the compressibility of the
system. However, we have shown here that atomic size cav-
ities tend to be localized in certain regions of the protein.
The ∆Ac changes for those cavities are therefore likely to
reflect how these regions respond to the external pressure
change, and thereby probe much more local flexibility or
compressibility properties than the packing density, or the
corresponding ∆Ac(Rc =0) values.
Surface versus interior regions of the protein
The ∆Ac values computed from the RP and NP simulations
are compared in Figure 7a for the interior and the surface
regions of the protein barnase. Three major aspects of the
comparison are discussed.
The first aspect is that the ∆Ac values for all cavity sizes
decrease in both interior and surface regions when the
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Figure 6
Location of the lattice points which accommodate 1.2 Å interior cavi-
ties (orange dots) in the trajectories of (a) barnase and (b) T4
lysozyme simulations. The structures were superimposed on one 
randomly selected structure using all mainchain atoms; cavities at the
surface of the protein have been omitted. The molecular surface (green
dots) and the backbone (yellow and light blue tubes) of the crystal
structure of the proteins are also shown. Cavities can be detected,
using a 1.4 Å probe radius, in the crystal structure of T4 lysozyme, but
not in that of barnase. The surfaces of these (permanent) cavities are
shown as blue dots in (b). The locations of the hydrophobic cores of
barnase are indicated. (The molecular and cavity surfaces were com-
puted using GRASP [75].)
pressure is reduced. This is not too surprising as one might
expect that in the RP system the protein would have more
free space by ‘expanding’ into the empty volume of the
lower density water. This is born out by volume calcula-
tions, which show that under reduced pressure the packing
density of the two regions decreases slightly (by 0.6% in
the protein interior and 1.1% on the surface).
More interesting is the second aspect, that the magnitude
of the ∆Ac change increases with cavity size, in both the
protein interior and the surface. The 3% reduction in water
density causes only small changes in ∆Ac(Rc =0), of 1.1%
and 1.8% for the interior and the surface, respectively. But
the magnitude of the change increases nearly tenfold for
cavities of atomic size (inset of Fig. 7a); the drop in the free
energetic cost of forming a 1.2Å radius cavity exceeds 10%
in both the surface and interior regions. Having shown that
larger cavities tend to be localized in certain regions of the
protein, we deduce that these regions are also those, which
are more sensitive to the density/pressure change.
The third and most interesting aspect is that ∆Ac drops in
the protein interior more than on the surface for cavities
larger than 1.1 Å, even though the opposite is true for
smaller cavities (inset of Fig. 7a). As ∆Ac(Rc =0) is directly
related to the packing density, the fact that it decreases
more at the surface than in the interior upon pressure
reduction means that the surface is, on average, more com-
pressible. This is in agreement with previous conclusions
[31] based on an analysis of the differences in Voronoi
volumes between two MD trajectories of BPTI generated
at normal (~1 atm) and high (~5000atm) pressure, respec-
tively. As suggested by these authors, compressibility can
also be related to the time-dependent atomic volume fluc-
tuations in MD trajectories generated under the constant
volume conditions, provided the volumes one deals with
are small. Computing the volume fluctuations in our NP
barnase trajectory, we find that these fluctuations are, on
average, larger on the surface (18%) than in the protein
interior (16 %). This is a small difference, but it is in
accord with the calculations of Gerstein et al. [31] and is
consistent with the above mentioned pressure-dependent
packing density changes that our calculations detect.
A different picture emerges when the free energy changes,
produced by reducing the pressure, are compared for large
cavities: the free energy is reduced more in the protein inte-
rior than on the surface. This indicates that the interior
regions, which harbor large cavities, are more sensitive to
the water density change than the interior regions with
small cavities, and that they are even more sensitive than
the surface region containing cavities of comparable size.
Nonpolar regions are more flexible than polar ones
To gain insight into the nature of these highly sensitive
regions, the decrease in ∆Ac values caused by the reduction
in water density was computed separately near the polar
and nonpolar atoms in both the interior and the surface of
barnase. These two types of environments already showed
interesting differences with regards to the free energy cost
of cavity formation.
We find that, for very small cavities, the ∆Ac(Rc =0) values
display only very small changes upon the reduction in pres-
sure. We detect nearly no change in packing density for
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Figure 7
Influence of the change in the density of solvent water on the com-
puted free energy of cavity formation in different local environments in
barnase. These figures compare the behavior of computed ∆Ac values
from two different MD simulations of barnase; one in which the water
density equals that expected at room temperature and the other with a
3 % lower water density. The curves designated as NP (solid curves)
and RP (dashed curves) were computed from the normal density and
the reduced density systems, respectively (see text for details).
(a) Comparison of the surface and the interior regions; (b) comparison
of the polar and nonpolar regions in the interior of the protein. The
inset displays the percent difference in the free energy of cavity forma-
tion ∆Ac computed from the normal pressure and reduced pressure
simulations as a function of the cavity radius, given in Å. The dashed
curve gives the values computed near solvent accessible atoms
(surface); the solid line curve gives those near buried atoms (interior).
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both the polar and nonpolar buried regions, and a 2% drop
for the nonpolar surface versus 1% drop for the polar
surface. However, the time-dependent fluctuations of the
atomic volumes computed in our NP barnase trajectory
show that, on average, the volumes of buried nonpolar
atoms fluctuate more (17%) than those of polar buried
atoms (15%), whereas identical volume fluctuations (18%)
are displayed by the polar and nonpolar atoms at the protein
surface. Thus, although these results are not entirely consis-
tent, probably because the pressure change is very small,
they indicate that the nonpolar regions, particularly those in
the protein interior, are on average more compressible than
the polar ones. These conclusions are consistent with the
liquid model of the protein interior as it is well known that
nonpolar liquid media are more compressible than polar
ones [68]. However, as the results described earlier in this
study suggest that the physical properties of the protein
interior differ from those of liquids, this analogy cannot be
carried too far and other factors must be considered.
Much more pronounced changes upon reduction of the
water density are displayed by the ∆Ac values for large
cavities in the protein interior (Fig. 7b). For a 1.2 Å radius
cavity, ∆Ac drops 14 % in the nonpolar interior, but only
3% in the polar interior. A somewhat reduced, but similar,
trend is observed for the surface of the protein (data not
shown); for a cavity of 1.2 Å radius, the drop in ∆Ac is 11%
near the nonpolar surface atoms and 6% near the polar
surface atoms. Thus, it is not only more likely to find
atomic size cavities in nonpolar than polar regions, as
shown earlier in this study, but also, the likelihood of
finding such cavities in nonpolar regions is influenced
more strongly by density/pressure changes.
These conclusions, taken together with our finding that
the larger cavities tend to occur in specific locations of 
the hydrophobic core of the protein, suggest that these
very locations are also the most strongly affected by the
induced pressure change. Figure 8 shows that the large
cavities that appear in barnase upon reduction of the bulk
water density, are highly localized and tend to occur in the
same regions of the protein interior where there are already
cavities in the NP simulation (Fig. 6a). Thus, even though
the interior region is less compressible than the surface, on
average, it appears that certain locations within the protein
interior are more compressible (flexible) than the surface,
in agreement with the earlier findings of Kauzmann et al.
[9]. In barnase, these highly flexible regions occur primar-
ily in cores 1 and 2, near to hydrophobic sidechains that
belong to residues in secondary structure elements, and to
a lesser extent in core 3 which is made up of hydrophobic
sidechains from loop residues. 
Discussion
This study computes for the first time the free energy cost
of cavity formation in proteins, and shows that this cost can
be used as a sensitive probe of the properties of the protein
matrix. Our calculations provide a direct confirmation that
the average properties of the protein matrix differ signifi-
cantly from those of liquids like hexane and water. This
can be rationalized by the limited flexibility of the protein,
which most probably stems from its highly covalent nature
and the tighter packing of its atoms. If this description is
indeed correct, however, it becomes important to try and
reconcile it with the widely shared view that nonpolar
residues prefer to be buried in the protein interior. We
suggest that this is possible only if one takes into account
that the packing of residues in the folded native state 
of proteins has been optimized by evolution, through
sequence changes. Thus, burial of a nonpolar residue in the
protein interior will in general be energetically favorable,
and hence would seem to follow the behavior observed for
the water to organic solvent transfer process, only as long as
one deals with the native sequence or other sequences for
which packing inside the protein can be optimized upon
folding. In other cases, including many of those encoun-
tered in site-directed mutagenesis experiments, the burial
of a nonpolar residue in the protein interior may or may not
be stabilizing, depending on the ability of the protein to
adjust its packing in response to the mutation.
A second significant finding of our analysis is the observa-
tion that, although, on average, nonpolar regions in the
protein tend to be more tightly packed than polar ones,
they are also more likely to contain atomic size cavities.
This means that empty space is distributed in larger
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Figure 8
Cavity distribution in barnase at two different solvent densities. For this
figure, two conformations were selected at random, one from the
normal pressure (NP) and the other from the reduced pressure (RP)
simulations of barnase. The lattice points at which 1.2 Å cavities can
be positioned in the interior of these structures are indicated as yellow
balls for the NP simulation and as red balls for the RP simulation. The
backbone of the crystal structure of barnase is indicated as a white
ribbon for reference.
packets in these regions (i.e. some parts of these regions
contain large cavities while other parts are more tightly
packed than average).
The difference in the cost of creating large cavities in polar
versus nonpolar regions is most pronounced in the protein
interior. This occurs because in the interior, nonpolar
regions consist primarily of hydrophobic sidechains, and
are therefore significantly more flexible than buried polar
regions, consisting chiefly of the backbone of secondary
structure elements (helices and sheets). Cavity formation
in these more flexible regions should be less costly than
distorting the backbone of buried secondary structures.
Indeed, we see that the locations where large cavities
occur tend to remain clustered in a few limited regions
throughout the simulation. In the case of barnase and T4
lysozyme, these regions tend to correlate with hydrophobic
cores of the molecule that are between the ends of nonpo-
lar sidechains which protrude from mainchains of well
developed secondary structure elements. These observa-
tions suggest that packing of the sidechains is less efficient
when the mainchain is stiff and a helical and that efficient
packing is promoted when the mainchain is more flexible
and engaged in less intraprotein hydrogen bonds. This
conclusion seems to be in general agreement with the
observations of Schultz [66] and Finney [67], that there is a
competition between close packing and hydrogen bonding
in the protein structure, and also with the observation of
Yamato et al. [69] from the study of the compressibility of
different regions of deoxymyoglobin.
This finding also suggests that the view of a closely
packed hydrophobic protein interior, derived from the
analysis of packing densities, can be somewhat misleading,
as it does not reflect the fact that this same region is also
more likely to harbor atomic size defects than other buried
but more polar regions. Because such defects are highly
local, their existence cannot readily be detected from aver-
aged packing densities or atomic volume calculations. The
great heterogeneity of the free energy of cavity formation
also indicates that the magnitude of destabilization upon
mutation of residues in the hydrophobic core will vary
widely depending on the location of the mutated amino
acid. In addition, our analysis indicates that the positions
of mutations causing only small destabilizations may be
predicted to a certain extent from the simulation studies of
the wild-type protein.
We also show that the free energy of forming atomic size
defects can be used to assess the compressibility proper-
ties of the protein matrix and subregions thereof, which
further confirms the view presented above. Our data show
that the protein surface is, on average, more compressible
than the protein interior, in agreement with other studies.
However, the data also indicates that the nonpolar regions
and the regions that contain atomic size cavities are more
flexible and probably more compressible than the polar
regions and the regions that contain only very small cavi-
ties. Most interestingly, our calculations suggest that local
environments within the nonpolar protein interior can be
even more compressible than the protein surface taken on
average, a further argument in favor of a more plastic and
less optimally packed hydrophobic core, as already sug-
gested by previous studies [8,9,66].
Nevertheless, our analysis does not disagree with surveys 
of protein crystal structures, which conclude that proteins
contain very few internal cavities, and are nearly devoid of
packing defects [15,70]. The fact that we detect many more
cavities than these surveys arises because the latter consider
only atomic size cavities in static protein structures, whereas
our analysis also monitors very small cavities, which become
easier to accommodate as their size decreases. Moreover,
our studies are performed in the dynamic regime, in which
the protein undergoes thermal motion thereby facilitating
cavity formation.
Finally, one must be cautioned that the results presented
in this study may be affected by the values of the atomic
radii used to compute excluded volumes, by the limited
simulation times, and possibly also by the fact that the sim-
ulations were done under the constant volume, rather than
the constant pressure, conditions. One must also note that
our analysis considers only two proteins, and that most of
the detailed investigation of the local properties has been
carried out on barnase alone. We believe, however, that we
have demonstrated the power of the ∆Ac calculations as 
a valuable tool for probing the physical properties of the
protein medium. Its application to other proteins in longer
simulations, preferably performed under constant pressure,
should provide further confirmation of our conclusions.
Biological implications
Our findings, if proven general, may have several biolog-
ical implications. The observation that nonpolar regions
in the protein interior are more likely to harbor atomic
size packing defects than polar ones indicates that these
regions can be more plastic and less optimally packed
than has been commonly believed. This plasticity, which
implies higher entropy, may be an important determi-
nant of protein stability. Furthermore, it may be at the
origin of the extraordinary tolerance of the protein fold
to sequence changes through evolution. Moreover, we
find that atomic size packing defects tend to occur near
buried nonpolar sidechains belonging to secondary struc-
tures, where intramolecular backbone hydrogen bonds
are fully developed, rather than near buried sidechains
in loop regions where the backbone interacts mostly with
the solvent. In barnase, the tighter packing of sidechains
in such regions can be correlated with their early forma-
tion during the folding reaction.
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Materials and methods
Computing the free energy of cavity formation 
The Helmholtz free energy ∆Ac of cavity formation is computed from
the likelihood of encountering empty cavities of a given size in thermally
equilibrated molecular systems [38], using a procedure previously
implemented in simulations of pure liquids [39,41]. ∆Ac is expressed as
follows [38]:
∆Ac = –RT ln p(Rc) (1)
where p(Rc) is the average probability of finding a spherical cavity of
radius Rc at any point in the system, R is the gas constant, and T is the
temperature. This probability is computed as [38]:
p(Rc) = <VRc> / V (2)
where VRc is the volume at any point which is the center of a cavity of
radius Rc and V is the total volume of the system. The angled brackets
in (2) indicate the ensemble average over the equilibrium configurations
of the system. In practice, the right-hand side of equation (2) is com-
puted as follows: a cubic lattice with fixed spacing is defined, then for
each lattice point and for each configuration in the ensemble, the size of
the largest cavity that can be positioned at the lattice point (without
penetrating the VDW volume of any atom) is determined. When a lattice
point falls inside the VDW volume of an atom, no cavity is counted.
These cavity sizes are binned and the number of cavities in each bin 
is averaged over both the lattice points and the configurations of the
ensemble [39]. The cavity radius is defined as the distance from the
lattice point to the nearest atomic VDW envelope. This yields the proba-
bility density pm(Rc) of the radius of the largest cavity that could be suc-
cessfully positioned, and from it p(Rc) = ∫(R′c = 0 to Rc) pm(R′c) dR′c is
derived [39]. The lattice spacing used was 0.3Å. Computations per-
formed with smaller lattice spacings showed no noticeable difference.
Because a cavity of size zero can occur everywhere in the empty space
of the system, the probability p(Rc = 0) of finding a zero size cavity is
equal to the empty space volume divided by the total volume and
related to the packing density ξ of the system:
ξ = 1 – p(Rc = 0) (3)
On the other hand, for large cavity sizes, many pockets of empty space
will not be large enough to accommodate a cavity of the given size and
the lattice points that fall in such empty space will not be counted
towards p(Rc). Thus, the p(Rc) values for large values of Rc depend on
the number and amount of sufficiently large chunks of empty space
present in the simulated system, which in turn depends on its detailed
molecular structure. The ∆Ac(Rc) values, therefore, are like a signature
of the physical and structural properties of the medium for which it is
computed.
The described procedure was applied here, to compute ∆Ac for water,
hexane, and two protein/water systems: the bacterial endonuclease
barnase (110 residues) and T4 phage lysozyme (164 residues). In the
latter systems, ∆Ac was computed for the protein as a whole, as well as
in different regions of the macromolecule or the surrounding solvent (see
below). The considered regions were the protein interior, the protein
surface, subregions of these, composed of polar and nonpolar atoms,
and the first water layer around the protein. This was done by assigning
to each lattice point, on which the spherical cavity was placed, the nature
(polar, nonpolar, surface, or interior) of the atom whose VDW envelope
was closest to the lattice point. The distribution of lattice points corre-
sponding to different cavity sizes is illustrated in Figure 9 for one
sampled conformation from each of the barnase and T4 lysozyme trajec-
tories. Carbon is the nonpolar atom and nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur are
the polar atoms. Hydrogen atoms were included in the simulation calcu-
lations (see below), but were ignored for the free energy calculation.
Surface atoms are defined as those that have non-zero surface area
accessible to solvent; all other atoms are assigned to the interior. The
accessible surface area was computed afresh for each conformation in
the trajectory, using the program SurVol [63], with a probe of 1.4Å
radius and the same atomic radii as those used for the ∆Ac calculations
(see below). Buried water molecules were considered as an integral part
of the protein.
Atomic volume calculations
Two methods were used in parallel to compute atomic volumes. One is
the Radical Planes method [1,71], as implemented in SurVol [63]. In this
method the dividing plane between two atoms is placed perpendicular to
the line joining the atomic centers, at a position that divides the space
between the atoms proportionally according to the values of their VDW
radii. The second method is a novel algorithm which will be described in
detail elsewhere, and is therefore only briefly summarized here. In this
method, a cubic lattice (here, of 0.3Å spacing) is built for each conforma-
tion as for the cavity free energy calculations. A lattice point that falls in
the VDW volume of a given atom is counted as a ‘VDW point’ of this
atom. When two or more atoms are covalently bonded, their VDW
volumes overlap. In such cases, the lattice points falling in the overlapping
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Figure 9
The cavity distribution in (a) barnase and (b) T4 lysozyme computed
using a conformation randomly chosen from the MD trajectories. The
figure shows one slice through the structures. Colors represent
regions in which cavities can be positioned with radii ranging from 0
(yellow) to 1.2 Å (red) to 1.6 Å (blue). Cavity centers in the protein
surface and in the first water layer are shown in light green. The
excluded volumes of protein atoms are in black, and those of water
molecules, in darker green.
region are considered to be equally shared among these atoms. Next, the
lattice points found in the free empty space are counted as the ‘empty
space points’, and each of them is assigned to the atom whose VDW
surface is the closest to the lattice point. When the atoms are of different
sizes, the dividing surface becomes curved instead of being planar, and
atomic volumes are thus described by curved polyhedra. The atomic
volume is then defined as the sum of the VDW and empty space points
times a scale factor which corresponds to the volume per lattice point.
Packing densities are computed as the ratio of the sum of VDW points
over the corresponding sum of the VDW and empty space points. This
method has common features with that proposed previously by Gerstein
[31], but differs from it in that ours divides the empty space between the
VDW surfaces of two atoms, whereas Gerstein’s divides the total space
between the atomic centers.
Average volumes and packing densities calculated using both methods
were found to give essentially the same results.
Molecular dynamics simulations
The ensembles of configurations for water, hexane and the protein
systems were generated from MD simulations using the CHARMM
program package [72]. All systems were simulated in the microcanonical
ensemble at solvent densities corresponding to the normal experimental
value at room temperature (300K). The hexane molecule is modeled
using the united atom representation for the CHn groups, where each
group is represented by a unique interaction center [73]. Liquid water is
simulated using the TIP3P model [74]. The protein/water system is
modeled using the CHARMM 22 force-field, where all protein atoms,
including nonpolar hydrogens, are represented explicitly, and the TIP3P
model describes the surrounding water solvent.
The hexane simulations were performed on a box of 125 molecules and
those for water on a box of 343 molecules. Periodic boundary condi-
tions were applied, with long-range interactions smoothly truncated at
14.0 Å for hexane and 8.5 Å for water. The system for barnase simula-
tion consisted of one barnase and 2543 water molecules, placed in a
periodic box of dimension 52.76 × 46.55 × 37.24 Å. After equilibration,
this system gave 1.006 g ml–1 for the bulk density of water. This will be
referred to as the ‘NP’ simulation. Another simulation, the ‘RP’ simula-
tion, was done under identical conditions except that it contained 76
fewer water molecules. The equilibrium bulk density of water for this
system was 0.984 g ml–1. The system for the T4 lysozyme included
3771 water molecules in a box of 46.55 × 49.65 × 58.97 Å. The equilib-
rium bulk density of water for this system was 1.010 g ml–1. The lengths
of the trajectories were 1 ns for both hexane and water, 300–500 ps for
barnase, and 300 ps for T4 lysozyme. The heating and equilibration
times were 90–100 ps for the proteins and 170 ps for the liquids.
Estimation of the error in ∆Ac
In order to estimate the error in the calculated free energies, ∆Ac values
were computed for each of five groups of randomly chosen conforma-
tions, with each group containing 20 % of the conformations in the tra-
jectory. The estimated error was then obtained as the standard error for
the mean of these five ∆Ac values.
Radii used to define the van der Waals volume of atoms
The size of the cavity that can be placed at a given lattice point can be
determined only after the VDW volume of each atom is defined. This
requires assigning values to the radii of the different atom types. Assign-
ing radii is also needed in order to calculate the accessible surface area,
from which the surface and interior atoms of the protein were deter-
mined, and to compute atomic volumes and packing densities. Assign-
ing atomic radii is however not straightforward, because effective
atomic sizes often depend on the type of interactions in which the
atoms are engaged. In particular, polar and charged atoms are smaller
when they interact with other atoms of similar nature by electrostatic
attraction, than when they interact with nonpolar atoms [13,30,42]. This
effect is especially pronounced for charged atoms and produces a
marked volume reduction, termed electrostriction.
In the present study, we used the radii set previously derived by
Chothia [60], with one modification: unless otherwise stated, we used
1.6 Å for the radius of oxygen atoms (including that of the water mol-
ecules modeled here as single spheres), instead of the original value of
1.4 Å. This latter value is commonly used for the radius of water and
represents half the distance between two hydrogen bonded water mol-
ecules. However, a water molecule at the surface of a cavity would not
form electrostatic interactions with the latter, and is therefore expected
to have a larger effective size, better described by a radius of 1.6 Å.
This value corresponds to that of the s parameter in the VDW term of
the TIP3P water model, and is close to that used previously by one of
us for a similar purpose [42].
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